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Synonyms for quote noun

The book etc used for the help pass moves through something, being given permission to move through something or a closed area that you have to move through to get to somewhere else. A part of a book or document clearly included in another work; quote Quote. The definition of choice is the person or thing that has been chosen or is
available for choice. Part of prose or verse, remembering for this Repetition is the act of doing or saying something over and over and over again. (Gram.) A word or group of syntactically related words that shoves, asks, commands, or exclaims something; a normal unit of bound speech or letter, usually containing an object and a
predicate: in writing, the sentence begins with a capital letter and ends with the final mark (period, question mark, etc.), and in the speech the sentence begins after silence and ends with any of the various final pitches and the terminal moment of plagiarism is the act of copying or stealing other people's words or ideas and passing them as
your own work. The actual price is what is available in the normal course of free trade. The current price published price indicates the price of a serious effort to win or achieve something: the cost at which something is received: Determining the quote ticket issued by the police or a link to the work where the author receives the official loan
and where the source is given for the original work. (Building and Business) Document (verbal notice) which indicates how much the work is likely to cost. To bring along, provide, or refer to as authority, illustration, precedent, proof, or support. A quote in the statute, court decision, treatise or other legal body. (Telecommunications,
Computing, Networks) Response (ACK) sent by the recipient to indicate a successful transfer. (Incalculable, U.S.) Credit rating or creditworthiness of a person, as presented in his history of borrowing and repayment (non-payment). Statement or quote of honor or appreciation: Find another word for a quote. On this page you can find 25
synonyms, antonyms, idiotic expressions and related words for a quote, such as: link, excerpt, quote, excerpt, excerpt, citation, excerpt, choice, rant, repetition, sentence and line. Choose, take out or quote (excerpts from the book, sequences from the film, etc.); Extract To copy or quote (excerpt from the book, etc.); Cost exposure is
defined as being valued in something or losing. name the price to express a desire or desire; ask, ESP. in a polite or formal way to claim the right to something. (Unofficial) Ask or find out the price estimate cost, cost, strength, power, etc.; estimate For assigning a value (currency unit, for example). Giving as a reason Evidence To cite as
an example for a quote; repeat as an excerpt from a book, a book, the other's words. The definition to paraphrase is to reshape what has been said or written to make it clearer. To summon (horse) to perform such a trot in clothes. (Law, Scotland) To repay or return (excess received). Relate or say again or in another form. A quote or a
clear reference to the source for justification, as in scientific work. quotes either from a pair of single marks (' ... ') for the quote app (e.g.: She said: 'Remember this, 'Always think before you speak.') an inverted comma (UK) Type of quotes denoted ' (open inverted comma) or ' (close inverted comma). Often used instead of inverted
commas, which also means a double style of inverted comma denoted (open inverted commas) or (close inverted commas) in the United Kingdom. Find another word for a quote. On this page you can find 23 synonyms, antonyms, idiotic expressions and related words for a quote, such as: excerpt, exposure, cost, name price, request,
demand, price, rate, cost, addus and lead. 1 (verb) in the sense of repeatDefinitionto repeat (words) exactly from (earlier work, speech, or conversation), usually with confirmation of their sourceThen suddenly he quoted a line from the game. Synonyms repeat that I repeated this story to an admiring audience. read I just read the names of
a number of Chinese cities I knew. remember the echo many phrases in the last chapter echo earlier passages. excerpts of material extracted from a number of excerpts of Reading's texts were excerpts from his autobiography. Parrot Many politicians just parrot impressive-sounding phrases.retell See examples for synonyms 2 (verb) in
the sense of reference to Definitionto repeat (words) exactly from (earlier work, speech or conversation), usually with confirmation of their sourceMost newspaper quote warning. Synonymous with the lead She quotes Pablo Neruda's favorite poem. The Scots have yet to name their team. The report details the changes that will be
implemented. relate he was concerning the history he had once heard. mention she did not mention her mother's absence. for example, she could cite the example of many women who fit that description. He did not specify what actions he would like them to take.spell out of the recount then he told story.make a link to the adduce
evidence she added was authoritative. See examples for synonyms 3 (verb) in the sense of valuationDefinia to mention the price of a product or workOn quoted the price of repairs. SynonymsVide examples for synonyms 1 (noun) in the sense of quoteDefinitiona quote (unofficial) quote from a recent television interviewSynonyms quote He
illustrated his argument with quotes from Pasternak. he read an excerpt from the Bible. From Tchaikovsky's reference to The Christmas Tree he summed up his philosophy, referring to Calvin. He read us an excerpt from his latest novel. The quote text is full of biblical quotes. See examples for Synonyms 2 (noun) in the sense of a
definitiona quote for insuranceSynonyms estimate This figure is five times higher than the original estimate. assessment is standard practice for the course. Assessment estimates reflect what the property is worth now. quote Get a few written quotes and check exactly what is included in the cost.guesstimate (unofficial) ballpark figure
(unofficial) Ballpark score (unofficial)See examples for synonyms (multiple noun) in the sense of quotesDefinitionquotation signs (unofficial) Word remembered in quotes. Synonyms quote speech signsCopiwriter © 2016 by HarperCollins publishing house. All rights are reserved. An additional synonym is the meaning of the bidDefinitionto
offer (the amount) in an attempt to buy something I wanted to offer a price for it. Synonymsmake offer, put up, offer a noun count of Great Britain� /kwəʊt/ singularquotepluralquotes 1, to give as an example I could quote you a hundred times in the past where you lied to me an ad (c), illustrate, name, link (to) draw, confirm, document,
substantiate, check 2 to make a link or talk about briefly, but specifically cited Thomas Jefferson's views on freedom in his work on the American Revolution ad (to) quote, mention, name, name, note, link (to), indicate, touch (on or on) hint (on), hint (on), implying, point, infer, intend, intimate, offer point (of), signal, means to educate,
broach, interfere, interpolate, interfere, introduce infiltration, insinuate, worm clarify, clear (up), clarify, explain, explain, explain, spell out 3 to say beyond it to anyone but I think we're going to Veracruz for the winter vacation Page 2 1 to give as an example I could quote you a hundred times in the past where you lied to me by sticking out,
confirming the documents, substantiating, confirming 2 to make a link or talk about briefly, but specifically cited Thomas Jefferson's views on freedom in his work on the American Revolution ad (c), quoted, drops, cases, mentions, names, notes, notifications, refers (to), indicates, touches (on or on) points (out), signals, means nurtures,
broaches, intervenes, interpolates, intervenes, introduces infiltrations, hints, worms clarifies, clears (up), clarifies, explains, clarifies, sets out 3 to say it to no one, but I think we're going to have a winter holiday. See what your proposal looks like with different Thesaurus 21st Century Rogeta, Third Edition of copyright © 2013 by Philip Leaf
Group.And he he speak in the most disgusting slang, or quote Browning.There are other similar passages that I don't need to quote now. Alfred, in your time of life, are you starting to quote Gusi? If you quote the first, I quote the second, and then we will not face. We quote for the sake of one line mainly, but the whole stanza is
appropriate. Therefore, I will quote only one final and most instructive case. Ian tried, and again to quote Tony, it just happened. But we quote the dream of showing that Khalid should not have followed the setting sun. From this I quote the following, which is far from being the most misguided and most poisonous of their shafts. None of
them who will quote with approval of the parable of the wedding of Guest.Roget in the 21st century Tesaurus, the third edition of copyright © 2013 Philip Leaf Group.© 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC What is another word for quotes? 208 synonyms found pronunciation: kwˈə͡ʊts, kwˈə ʊts, k_w_ˈəʊ_t_s (noun) excerpt (noun) quote/quote (noun)
repetition (noun) repetition (noun) duplication, repetition, replication, recitation, echo, reproduction, repetition, repetition, repetition, repetition, repetition. List (verb) detail, expound, count, total, recalculation, summary, rehearse, inventory, calculate, specialize, tick, hold tabs, run, flesh, relate, determine, amount, take into account, run down,
indicate, fold, count, number, score noses, calculate, say. Excerpt (verb) choose, select, highlight, pick, choose, choose. Example (verb) depict, reflect, show, demonstrate, show, clarify, show, highlight, illustrate, illustrate, symbolize, symbolize, embody, embody, body, explain, impersonate, emblematize, evidence, enlighten, manifest,
manifest, impersonate, clarify. - withdraw, deduce, cut, copy, abstract, evolve, cause, get, cut, condense, naika, cut. Example (verb) offers (verb) expands, presents, quotes, approaches, invites, grants, gives, advances, tenders, gives, offers, gifts, grants, attempts, deals, renders, bets, issues, doe. quote (verb) addus, proclaim, remember,
retell, read, refer to, parrot, name, remember, for example, in detail, quote, paraphrase. Repeats Other relevant words: hyphen, recognizes passages, says, hachure, tilde, illustrates, dash, observes, scores, epigraphs, ampersand, choices, figures, colon, names, grades, italics, jotting, states, statements, illustrations, Parentheses, treats,
curly braces, quotes, one quote, quote, scores, indicates, indicates, signs, signs, exclamation points, speech, slash, appropriates, brackets, abstract, testimonies, punctuation marks, references, asterisk, excerpts, percentage sign, examples, makes, litter, equals sign, says, renames, carat, carat, mentions, announcements, period,
excerpts, forward slash, misquotes, quotes, punctuation, quotes, arrows, comma, sublineation, Summonses, Prices, adduki, introduces, cadilla, question mark, retellings, plus sign, brackets. Correct noun, multiple quotes, quotes. Correct noun, special citation. Correct noun, plural mentions, Budgets, proposals. Correct noun, the only one
tells, declares, speaks, passes, offers, offers. Noun, multiple footnotes, mentions, notes, links, suggestions, statements, comments, statements, assumptions, comments, links, specifications, comments, statements, comentarios, memorandums, testimonies, words, advertisements, submissions, evaluations, statements, vignettes,
classifications, statements, proclamations, endnotes, offers, contributions, memos, wording, sentences, excerpts, excerpts, measurements, phrases, subscriptions, evaluations, names, notations, notifications, extracts, points, penetration, disclosures, reports, acquisitions, affidavits, elections, , budgets, opportunities, stubs, records, offres,
honors, holes, speeches, judgments, agendas, travel, transitions, discounts, premiums, sheets, passages, Verdicts, promotions, speeches, passages, stories, resumes, advanced, stretches, expenses, transcripts, feedback, census, languages, brackets, entries, hikes, provided, call, summonses, losers, notes, victims, tenders, offers,
viewers, ratings, transits, entries, dates, winnings, odds, portions, sizes, pieces, , marking, spreads, Levies, Reviews, mergers, clearances, vacancies, applicants, rulings, prizes, passages, signs, dates, packages, filings, movements, daily, bets, orders, verb, 3rd person singular present attributes, illustrates, lists, denotes, speaks, submits,
stipulates, outlines, outlines, offers, writes, reports, mentions, notes, describes, refers, quotes, indicates, portrays, identifies, emphasizes, dictates, progresses, makes, makes, makes, submits, denies, , instructs, follows, comes, directs, reflects, reads, transmits, estimates, gives, says, prescribes, lists, represents, provides, informs,
notifies, does, discusses, advances, points, puts, submissions, signals, warns, budgets, shows, takes, gives, puts, raises, draws, draws, says, declares, says offers. Correct noun, special quote, quotes, quotes. Noun, multiple declarations, praises, statements, KOMMAS, quotes. The verb, the third person the only present calls, excerpts.
Extracts.
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